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QUESTION 1

Huawei ManageOne ServiceCenter provides several default service templates, which of the following description of the
service template is wrong? 

A. A cloud hard disk instance can be mounted on a running cloud host instance. 

B. A flexible IP address is a static, public IP address that associates a resilient IP address with a cloud host. 

C. In the general cloud host service, support for custom host name, key pair, specify the password and other advanced
properties. 

D. VDC (Virtual Data Center) can be within the computing, storage and network resources unified management. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Two VM communicate on FusionCompute, if the traffic transponders only through EVS, do not need to uplink to the
physical switch, which of the following description is correct? 

A. The source VM and the destination VM are on the same host; use different DVS, belong to different VLAN 

B. The source VM and the destination VM are on the same host; use the same DVS, belong to the same VLAN 

C. The source VM and the destination VM are on different hosts; use the same DVS, belong to the same 

VLAN 

D. The source VM and the destination VM are on different hosts; use the same DVS, belong to different VLAN 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

When you enable Huawei Guest NUMA function, there are some constraints, which of the following is not a constraint to
enable this function? 

A. The number of cores for a virtual machine CPU must be an integer multiple of the number of host CPUs 

B. or an integer multiple of the number of host CPU threads 

C. Enable cluster memory multiplexing function or host CPU resource isolation mode 

D. Turn on the NUMA Support option in the host\\'s advanced BIOS settings 

E. After setting the cluster GuestNUMA policy, you need to restart the virtual machine on the host 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

About the description of SCSI/iSCSI interface of FusionStorage, which of the following are incorrect? (Multiple Choice) 

A. FusionStorage provides block storage services for FusionSphere through the iSCSI interface. 

B. FusionStorage provides block storage services for FusionSphere through the SCSI interface. 

C. When using the SCSI storage interface, FusionStorage supports snapshots, snapshot backups, and link cloning; the
iSCSI interface does not support these features. 

D. FusionStorage can provide block storage services for VMware through SCSI or iSCSI interfaces. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Huawei ManageOne manages software portfolio faced to data center management solution, which of the following
description about the ManageOne component is wrong? (Multiple choice) 

A. eSight provides unified monitoring for physical devices in the data center B. FusionManager provides unified
management for converged resource pools 

C. Servicecenrer collects the operation and maintenance information (such as alarm information, performance
information, etc.) for a comprehensive analysis and presentation, provide a unified operation and maintenance platform
for the administrator 

D. OperationCenter arranges the resources to become operational services to the tenants, providing the administrator
with a unified operating platform 

Correct Answer: CD 
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